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CHAPTER – 9 

 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS 

 

 

 

9.1   Summary of the Study 

The present research study is an attempt to enquire in to the relevance of the UIRAP 

doctrine in Indian rupee/dollar foreign exchange market over the span of almost five 

years ranging from 2011 to 2015. The study uses both the weekly and monthly exchange 

rate datasets.  Weekly dataset on rupee-dollar exchange rates ranging over the period 11th 

November, 2011 - 27th February, 2015 while monthly dataset on rupee-dollar exchange 

rates covering the period 3rd January, 2011 – 2nd November, 2015 have been used in the 

study. Nature and sources of datasets and methodological issues have been reported in 

Chapter – 3. 

9.1.1   Stationarity and integrability of several macroeconomic variables have been 

studied in Chapter – 4. These variables included weekly and monthly rupee/dollar 

exchange rate series, one-month forward rate corresponding to weekly exchange rate, 

percentage changes in daily interest rates and in daily exchange rates, and one-month 

forward rates corresponding to monthly exchange rates.  

It is observed from the study that all the series concerned are  

(iii) ‘non-stationary’ at level 

(iv) ‘stationary’ upon first order differencing 

Therefore, all the variables are ‘integrable’ of order one i.e, these are I (1) variables. 

9.1.2   Relation between exchange rate and interest rate in Indian economy has been 

studied. The datasets on percentage change in daily rupee/dollar exchange rate (Et) and 

that in daily interest rate (It) have been used for the study. We sought to examine if there 

did exist a ‘homogenous of degree one’ relation between the two. 

It is observed in Chapter – 5 that  
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(v) Et and It are cointegrated such that these are CI(1, 0). This implies that there exists 

a long-run relationship between exchange rate and interest rate over the period of 

study. 

(vi) there exists one and only one cointegrating equation relating Et to It. The 

estimated cointegrating equation is given by the equation (5.1) 

(vii) in the estimated equation, the constant term is not significantly different from zero 

even at 10% level while the regression coefficient for It is not significantly 

different from unity.  

This means that the cointegration equation (5.1) virtually reduces to  

Êt  =  It                                                            (5.2) 

This implies that percentage change in exchange rate equals or tends in the long run to be 

equal to percentage change in interest rate. This finding is in conformity with the doctrine 

of UIRAP and, therefore, UIRAP doctrine is found to hold good in Indian Rupee/Dollar 

foreign exchange market over the period of study. 

(viii) VECM study confirms one and only one cointegration relation between exchange 

rate and interest rate. In this relation exchange rate varies in response to interest 

rate variations while interest rate variations are found to be independent of 

exchange rate variation. Thus, autonomous variations in interest rate are found to 

generate ‘induced variations’ in exchange rate in Indian economy over the period 

of study.  

9.1.3   Efficiency of foreign exchange (rupee/dollar) market in India and the relevance of 

covered Interest rate Arbitrage Parity (CIRAP) doctrines in it have been studied in 

Chapter – 6. The study has been carried on with forward rates and ARIMA forecasts on 

the basis of weekly exchange rate dataset. 

Univariate stochastic structure for the weekly spot exchange rate (st
′) has been identified 

as ARIMA (I, I, 0). Estimated ARIMA (1, 1, 0) equation for (st
′) has been used to 

generate one – period ahead forecast ( st+1
′e ) series and four – period ahead forecast (st+4

′e ) 

series. 

(xi) st+1
′e ~ I (1) and (st

′)  ~ I(1) series are cointegrated. Similarly, st+4
′e ~ I(1) and 

(st+4
′ ) ~ I(1) series are cointegrated. Forecast error (st+1

′  - st+1
′e ) series and 
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(st+4
′  - st+4

′e ) series are ‘white – noise’ which imply that these forecasts are 

Minimum Mean – Squared Error (MMSE) forecasts by nature. 

 

(xii) Again forecast errors, being ‘white – noise’, further imply that the forecasts are 

‘Rational’ such as  

st+1
′ =  st+1

′e + ϵt+1 

                                              and  s′t+4 =  s′t+4
e + ϵt+4 

                                          where ϵt+1 and  ϵt+4 are ‘white noise’.  

 

(xiii) st+4
′e  ~ I (1) and  tFwt+4 ~ I (1) are ‘cointegrated’ while residuals of the 

corresponding equation are ‘white-noise’. This implies that forward rates           

(tFwt+4) are the unbiased predictor of the corresponding spot rate (s′t+4) such 

that  

                                                           tFwt+4 =  st+4
′e  

Thus the ‘Covered Interest Rate Arbitrage Parity (CIRAP) Doctrine’ appears to 

hold good in the Indian foreign exchange market over the period of study (11th  

November, 2011 - 27th February, 2015) 

 

(xiv) d( tFwt + 4) series and d(s′t+4) series are found to be almost identical. Thus rate 

of change of exchange rate ds′t+4 equals the forward premium d(tFwt + 4 ) in 

the Indian foreign exchange market over the period of study. 

 

(xv) (a) In the equation of regression of ds′t+4 on d(tFwt+4), the regression 

constant is not different from zero. This implies the absence of risk premium in 

the foreign exchange market and, therefore the ‘efficiency’ of the market 

concerned over the period of study. 

(b) Again the coefficient of  d(tFwt+4) is not different from unity implying the 

holding of ‘Rational Expectation Hypothesis’ in case of official forward rate 

forecast for spot rate at period (t+4). 
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  9.1.4   Efficiency of Indian foreign exchange (rupee/dollar) market has again been 

investigated in Chapter – 7. The study is carried on with monthly exchange rate dataset 

and it involves the estimation of one – period ahead ARIMA (p, d, q) forecast for 

exchange rate. 

Univariate stochastic structure for the spot exchange rate (st) has been identified as 

ARIMA (4, 1, 0). Estimated ARIMA (4, 1, 0) equation for (st) has been used to generate 

one-period ahead forecast ( st+1
e ) series.  

(i) st+1
e ~ I (1) and st+1~ I (1) series are cointegrated. Forecast error (st+1- st+1

e ) 

series are ‘white – noise’ which imply that these forecasts are Minimum 

Mean – Squared Error (MMSE) forecasts by nature. 

 

(ii) Again forecast errors, being ‘white – noise’, further imply that the forecasts are 

‘Rational’ such that  

st+1 =  st+1
e + ϵt+1 

                                          where ϵt+1 are ‘white noise’.  

 

(iii) st+1
e  ~ I(1) and  tFt+1 ~ I (1) are ‘cointegrated’ while residuals of the 

corresponding  cointegrating equation are ‘white – noise’. This implies that 

forward rates ( tFt+1) are the unbiased predictor of the corresponding spot rates 

(st+1) such that  

                                                           tF̂t+1 =  st+1
e  

Thus the ‘Covered Interest Rate Arbitrage Parity (CIRAP) Doctrine’ appears 

to hold good in the Indian foreign exchange market over the period of study 

(3rd January, 2011 through 2nd November, 2015). 

 

(iv) d(tFt+1) series and dst+1 series are found to be almost identical. Thus rate of 

change of exchange rate dst+1 equals the forward premium d(tFt+1)  in the 

Indian foreign exchange market over the period of study. 
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(v) (a) In the equation of regression of tḞt+1 on ṡt+1, the regression constant is not 

different from zero. This implies the absence of risk premium in the foreign 

exchange market and, therefore, the ‘efficiency’ of the market concerned over 

the period of study. 

(b) Again the coefficient of ṡt+1 is not different from unity implying the holding 

of ‘Rational Expectation Hypothesis’ in case of official (forward rate) forecast 

for spot rate at period (t+1). 

9.1.5   Further study on ‘efficiency’ of Indian foreign exchange (rupee/dollar) market has 

been undertaken in Chapter – 8. The study is carried on with ARIMA (p, d, q) forecasts 

for one – period ahead exchange rate. We sought to examine, through the study in this 

chapter, the long – run relation between spot and forward rates in Indian foreign 

exchange (rupee/dollar) market. Investigation into the target issue is based on (i) the 

Graphical study (ii) cointegration study (iii) VEC Model Estimation (iv) Impulse 

Response Function Analysis and (v) Variance Decomposition study. 

(G)  The graphical study shows that 

(iii) one-period lagged forward rate (t − 1)Ft tracks the spot rate (st) closely 

but spot rate leads change of direction upward or downward in every case. 

Change of direction in spot rate at any period t is completely missed by the 

lagged forward rate and is only reflected at (t+1) period lagged forward 

rate. 

(iv) spot rate (st) appears to be more closely linked to contemporaneous 

forward rate (tFt+1) in view of the fact that time plots of spot rates (st) 

against that of contemporaneous forward rates (tFt+1) in a graph are so 

close together that they appear completely indistinguishable. These 

observations indicate that spot rates are apparently more closely linked to 

contemporaneous forward rate than to one-period lagged forward rate. 

This further hints at the existence of a cointegrating relation between spot 

rate and contemporaneous forward rate. This possibility has been verified 

through the study of ‘cointegration relation’ of spot rate (st) with the 
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contemporaneous forward rate (tFt+1) and also with one period lagged 

forward rate (t − 1)Ft. 

(H) The cointegration study shows that  

(iv) there exists no cointegrating equation between spot rate st and 

contemporaneous forward rate tFt+1. The estimated equation for these 

variables suffers from significant first order autocorrelation indicating the 

‘errors of mis-specification’ in it. Johansen Cointegration tests also 

confirm the absence of cointegration between spot rate and 

contemporaneous forward rate tFt+1.  

(v) one period lagged forward rate (t − 1)Ft and spot rate st are 

‘cointegrated’. The residuals of ‘cointegrating equation’ are ‘white noise’. 

Johansen Cointegration Tests also confirm the existence of cointegration 

between (t − 1)Ft  and  st. 

(vi) the conjecture that spot rates are more closely linked to the 

contemporaneous forward rate tFt+1 rather than to one-period lagged 

forward rate (t − 1)Ft is more apparent than real. In the estimated VEC 

model for tFt+1 and st, the cointegrating terms in dtFt+1 and dst equations 

are not statistically different from zero implying absence of cointegration 

between tFt+1 and  st.  

(I) The estimated VEC model for (t − 1)Ft and  st  

(iv) further testifies for the existence of cointegration between the variables 

concerned. The estimated model further confirms that it is (t − 1)Ft which 

maintains an independent ‘cointegrating’ relation with  st. The 

cointegrating term in dst equation, which is statistically insignificant 

(even at 10% level), nullifies the assertion that st maintains an 

independent cointegrating relation with(t − 1)Ft. 

(v) shows that the long-run relationship between these variables is ‘stable’ and 

the dynamic path of adjustment is non-oscillatory but damped over time. 
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(vi) also indicates that ‘causality’, in Granger sense, runs from spot rate st to 

lagged forward rate (t − 1)Ft. This funding is in conformity with the 

resolution drawn from the CIRP relation, given by the equation (8.10). 

(J)   

(iii) In the estimated Cointegrating equation (8.18) for (t − 1)Ft and st the 

coefficient (α̂) is not statistically different from zero (at 5% only) and the 

coefficient (β̂) of  st is not statistically different from unity even at 1% 

level. α̂ = 0 indicates the absence of ‘risk premium’ in the market 

implying ‘risk neutrality’ for market agents.  

Given β̂ ≃ 1 with α̂ = 0, the estimated cointegrating equation virtually 

becomes, as given by the equation (8.19), (t − 1)F̂t = st implying that the 

lagged one-period ahead forward rate (t − 1)Ft equals the spot rate st in 

equilibrium. This testifies for the absence of ‘arbitrage profit’ in the 

capital market in equilibrium. 

(iv) Equation (8.20) 

(t − 1)Ft = st + ωt 

where ωt ∼ GWN(0, σu
2) 

entails the ‘white noise’ residuals (ωt) , and it implies that forward rate 

cannot be bettered as forecast. 

Again we have  

(t − 1)Ft = st
e +∈t+ ωt 

where ∈t and ωt are white noise residuals  

or,  (t − 1)Ft = st
e + ηt 

where ηt = (∈t+ ωt) and ηt is white noise. 

Thus one-period lagged forward rate (t − 1)Ft equals the MMSE forecast 

for st (i.e.st
e) except for some white noise error in the Indian foreign 

exchange market. This further implies the absence of unexpected arbitrage 

profit in the market, and thereby the ‘efficiency’ of the market concerned.  

(K) Impulse response functions of the endogenous variables indicate that 
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(iii) shocks, transmitted through spot rate channel, affect the lagged forward 

rate profile significantly, while 

(iv) shocks, transmitted through lagged forward rate channel, exhibit no 

discernable effect on the long-run profile of spot rate. 

(L) Variance Decomposition study shows that 

(iii) spot rate shocks play the most dominant role in explaining forecast error 

variances for lagged forward rate. 

(iv) forward rate shocks play an insignificant role in explaining the forecast 

error variances for spot rate. 

Thus the intervention analysis testifies for the existence of Granger 

Causality, running from spot rate to lagged forward rate, as was evident 

from the estimated VEC Model for the endogenous variables concerned.  

 9.2   Conclusions of the Study 

Following inferences may be drawn on the basis of findings of the study  

(vi) UIRAP doctrine with respect to the relationship between exchange rate and 

interest rate holds good in Indian economy. Long run relationship that exchange 

rate maintained with interest rate is stable. More specifically, exchange rate 

variations are found to be in ‘Homogeneous of Degree One’ relationship with that 

in interest rate. This finding is in conformity with the doctrine of UIRAP and, 

therefore, UIRAP doctrine holds good in Indian foreign exchange market over the 

period of study. 

(vii) CIRAP holds good in the Indian foreign exchange (rupee/dollar) market over the 

period 3rd January, 2011 through 2nd November, 2015. Over this period forward 

exchange rate (tFt+1) served as the unbiased predictor of spot rate. 

(viii) There did exist no ‘risk premium’. There was no scope for reaping arbitrage profit 

arising out of the differential between forward rate and corresponding spot rate. 

This testifies for the ‘efficiency’ of Indian foreign exchange market over the 

period of study. 
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(ix) Absence of ‘risk premium’ in Indian foreign exchange (rupee/dollar) market 

indicates that market participants are ‘risk neutral’ in view of the fact that rupee 

serves as a good substitute for dollar as an asset for holding 

(x) In Indian foreign exchange (rupee/dollar) market, Granger Causality runs from 

spot rate to forward rate. Quoting of forward rate is found to have no effect on 

future period spot rate. This implies that rupee/dollar foreign exchange market 

does not get disturbed with interventions from the Reserve Bank. This feature 

implicitly indicates that Indian foreign exchange (rupee/dollar) market entails the 

feature of ‘freely fluctuating exchange rate system’. This feature of the foreign 

exchange market allows free flow of information taking place so that all inhibiting 

forces become impossible. Consequently, the foreign exchange (rupee/dollar) 

becomes an ‘efficient’ asset market with respect to the domestic and foreign assets 

like rupee and dollar respectively.  

 

9.3   Public Policy Implications 

The study entails some important public policy implications which are being stated 

below. 

First, the study establishes a very close relation between the internal and external sectors 

of Indian economy. For instance, RBI adopted contractionary monetary policy in January, 

2011 in order to contain inflation in the economy. Interest rates were raised and supply of 

money was reduced. However, such rise in interest rate led to spells of depreciation of 

rupee and rupee/dollar exchange rate suffered instability.  

This implies that monetary policy aimed at stability in the domestic economy cannot 

leave the external economy unaffected. Consequently, it becomes pertinent for policy 

makers to consider possible effects on both the sectors of the economy while adopting 

any policy designed to stabilize the internal sector of the economy. 

Second, absence of ‘risk premium’ in the rupee/dollar foreign exchange market in India 

indicates that rupee serves as a good substitute for dollar as an asset for holding. This 

indicates that rupee has emerged as an internationally accepted asset for holding. This is 

supposed to encourage and promote foreign instrument in India. 
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Third, ‘efficiency’ of rupee/dollar foreign exchange market in India ensures that there 

exists no scope for reaping arbitrage profit in the market. Consequently, arbitragers and 

hedgers fail to disrupt the free play of the foreign exchange market. Similarly, 

government intervention in the market loses any practical significance. Foreign exchange 

market, being ‘efficient’ helps integrate the domestic foreign exchange market with the 

international money market. Policy makers may consider this feature of the market and 

act accordingly for smooth integration of the markets concerned. 

9.4   Limitation of the Study 

The study involves rational expectation forecast for future spot rate over the period of 

study. These are one-period ahead in-sample forecasts. The study does not generate n-

period ahead out-of sample forecasts. Such forecasts would reduce the size of the sample 

on the basis of which out-of sample forecast could be done. This would have reduced 

degree of freedom seriously. Again such forecasts would entail very high forecast error 

variances reducing efficiency of forecasts. However, this limitation has been, to some 

extent, taken care of through the intervention studies like forecast variance decomposition 

analysis. 

The study involves only time time-domain analysis and it requires to be supplemented 

through frequency domain study. Higher frequency data, if available, may be used for 

spectral analysis. Such analysis is expected to open up scope for better understanding of 

the complexities of foreign exchange market in India. 
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